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Abstract. Power plant cooling is a major consumer of
water. The two major methods of cooling that use water
are once-through or closed-loop with cooling towers.
Once-through extracts huge amounts of water but returns
almost all of it with little consumed; cooling tower
systems extract much less water but consume more. Both
systems discharge heated water that can have
environmental impacts.
To meet receiving water
temperature requirements, discharge is often through a
diffuser.
The major types of thermal diffusers for the main
water body types are briefly reviewed and examples are
given of the design of two diffusers. The first is a oncethrough discharge into a shallow, tidal, estuary. It consists
of an alternating diffuser with jets inclined upwards.
Dilution is mainly a result of the momentum of the
discharging jets. The second is for a power plant with a
cooling tower discharging into a river.
It is a
unidirectional diffuser with multiple horizontal buoyant
jets. Dilution is mainly due to the momentum and
buoyancy of the discharge.
Simulations with the
mathematical model UM3 of Visual Plumes showed that
the surface temperature regulations would be met.
A diffuser system is an effective means of disposing of
heated water from power plants. They mix and dilute the
heated water so that temperature rises are rapidly reduced
with little environmental impacts.
To optimize water use and consumption, it may be
possible to design plants to operate with once-through
cooling and cooling towers at different times of the year.
INTRODUCTION
Steam-cycle power generation, which is how
approximately 90% of non-hydro electrical power is
produced, requires extensive cooling of the steam
condensers. The rate at which this heat must be dissipated
is huge, of the order of twice the rate of useful energy
production (power) of the plant. The cooling can be either
wet cooling, by water, or dry cooling. Wet cooling in the
production of electrical power is one of the largest uses of
water in the US and worldwide. Surface water was the
source for more than 99% of total thermoelectric-power
withdrawals. In Georgia, the power generation sources in
2008 were: 74% coal, 19% nuclear, 6% oil and gas, and
1% hydro. Nuclear plants require slightly more water than
coal or oil-fired plants.

There are three main types of cooling systems used to
dissipate the excess heat:
 Once-through. If the power plant is near a large water
source such as a major river, lake, estuary, or coastal
water, a large quantity of water can be passed through
the condensers in a single pass and discharged back
into the water body, warmer and without much loss
from the amount withdrawn. The water can be salt or
fresh. Some small amount of evaporation will occur
off site due to the water being a few degrees warmer.
 Recirculating. Has two main ways:
o Recirculating with cooling ponds.
o Closed-loop with cooling towers. Water cools the
condenser and is then passed through a cooling
tower, where an updraught of air through water
droplets cools the water. The cooling tower
evaporates up to 5% of the flow and the cooled
water is returned to the condenser. The evaporated
water must be continually replaced. In addition,
some “blowdown” water is removed to prevent the
buildup of contaminants as the water evaporates.
The heated blowdown water must be disposed of.
 Dry. A few power plants are cooled simply by air,
without relying on evaporation. This may involve
cooling towers with a closed circuit, or high forced
draft air flow through a finned assembly.
Dry cooling uses little water, but is not commonly used
in the U.S. Cooling ponds can require a very large land
surface area and are also not common. Therefore, the two
most common types of cooling are “wet:” Once-through,
or closed-loop with a cooling tower.
The quantities of water extracted and consumed (not
returned to the water body) differ considerably for the two
methods. Once-through systems withdraw huge flows,
but most is returned to the water body and the loss, due
mainly to increased evaporation in the water body, is
relatively small. If discharged into a river, the amount of
heating depends on the supply of water available for
dilution. Cooling tower systems extract much less water,
but consume more. The cooling tower blowdown is
returned to the river hotter than in once-through cooling,
but the smaller flow can be more easily diluted and
cooled.
Consider, for example, a 2,000 MWe power plant.
Once-through cooling would require about 90 m3/s (2,100
mgd) but the water consumed is relatively small, around 1

m3//s (23 mgd). For the sam
me example with
w
a coolin
ng
tow
wer system, withdrawal
w
is about 4 m3/s (90 mgd), bu
ut
connsumptive usee doubles to ab
bout 2 m3/s (45
5 mgd).
The water thaat is dischargeed by both meethods is heateed
by about 14C (25F). Th
he heated water can hav
ve
s
delleterious effeccts on the watter body that receives it, so
thee temperature rise they caause are usuaally limited by
b
envvironmental regulations.
r
They typicaally specify a
maaximum tempeerature rise, fo
or example, T
T < 3C or 5F
F,
andd a maximum
m absolute tem
mperature, for example 30C
C
or 90F. The teemperature rise criterion is probably morre
mum temperattures are morre
crittical in winteer, but maxim
likeely a problem in summer.
onmental impaacts include the
t amount of
o
Other enviro
waater abstracted
d and the effe
fects upon org
ganisms in th
he
aquuatic environm
ment, particu
ularly fish an
nd crustaceans.
Thiis latter inclu
udes both killss due to abstrraction and th
he
chaange in ecosy
ystem conditiions brought about by th
he
inccrease in tempeerature.
The system for
f hot water disposal mustt minimize an
ny
envvironmental efffects of the discharges. It can
c be returneed
to tthe environmeent either thro
ough a diffuserr that results in
i
rappid dilution and
a
reduction
n in temperatture rise, or a
surrface channel.. The surfacce channel ressults in higheer
surrface temperaatures and mo
ore rapid disssipation of th
he
exccess heat to th
he atmospheree, but is probaably prohibiteed
by environmentaal temperaturee rise regulatio
ons. Thereforre
o diffuser sy
ystems which can dilute th
he
we here focus on
d reduce the teemperature risse to allowablle
heaated water and
levvels. We revieew the commo
on diffuser typ
pes and give an
a
exaample of designs for a plan
nt into a tidall bay and for a
prooposed power plant.
DIFFUSER DESIGNS
o thermal difffusers is discu
ussed in severaal
The design of
or example Jirka (1982)).
Generallly
pubblications, fo
speeaking, the disscharge is from
m multiple ro
ound nozzles as
a
higgh velocity jetss that entrain ambient
a
waterr and dilute an
nd
coool the hot wateer.
The main ty
ypes of multtiport thermall diffusers arre
shoown in Figuree 1. The difffuser design depends
d
on th
he
waater body type. Types a and b are “unidirectional
“
l”
diff
ffusers in which the nozzlees all point in
n one direction
n.
Thee coflowing diffuser
d
(Type a) with the no
ozzles pointin
ng
dow
wnstream is used
u
if the flo
ow is predom
minantly in on
ne
direection, such as
a in a river. The tee diffuser (Type b) is
i
parrallel to shore with the nozzzles pointing offshore
o
and is
i
useed in large water
w
bodies with
w
reversing
g currents, fo
or
exaample estuariees and open co
oasts. An alteernative for thaat
situuation is thee staged difffuser (Type c) which is
i
perrpendicular to
o the shore with the no
ozzles pointin
ng
offfshore. Types b and c generrate offshore momentum
m
thaat
preevents recircu
ulation of thee discharge back
b
over th
he
diff
ffuser. Altern
nating diffuseers (Type d) have nozzlees

dischaarging on bothh sides of the diffuser so thhere is no net
horizoontal momenttum flux. T
This is less ccommon for
therm
mal diffusers, but may be applicable iin situations
wheree currents are w
weak, such ass a lake.

a) Coflowing diiffuser

b) Tee difffuser

cc) Staged diffu
fuser

dd) Alternating diffuser

Fiigure 1. Basicc types of mu
ultiport diffussers for
thermall
dischargges (After Seoo et al., 2001)
Thhe flow and m
mixing induceed by thermaal discharges
are ccomplex. Hyydrodynamic phenomena include the
dynam
mics of turbuleent jets, their m
modification bby buoyancy
and fflowing curreents, their innteraction wiith the free
surfacce and merginng, restrictionns on entrainm
ment due to
shalloow water, colllapse of turbuulence due to gravitational
effectts, and spreadding of the dilluted effluent as a surface
densitty current.
Thhese effects annd the conseqquent temperatture rises are
prediccted by eitheer mathematiical or physiical models.
Physiccal modeling may be requiired due to thee complexity
of thee flows and their three-ddimensional nnature. The
matheematical modeels are usuallyy either of the entrainment
type, for examplee UM3 of V
Visual Plumes, or semiMIX.
Moree recently,
empirrical, such as CORM
compuutational fluidd dynamics (C
CFD) models have begun
to be used (Kuangg and Lee, 20006; Kuang eet al., 2006;
Tang et al., 2008)) but these aare difficult tto apply for
routinne engineeringg predictions due to the wiide variation
of lenngth scales, coomplexity of the simulatioon grids, and
very llengthy compuutation times.
DIIFFUSER EXA
AMPLES
In the followingg we give exaamples of difffuser designs
wo cases, a once-throughh discharge iinto a tidal
for tw
estuarry, and a coooling tower w
with blowdow
wn discharge
into a river.

Tidal bays. A diffuser waas proposed for a power plan
nt
exppansion that would
w
take in cooling
c
water from a shallow
w
bayy and discharg
ge it back into the bay. Thee currents in th
he
bayy are strongly tidal and reverse back and
d forth over th
he
diff
ffuser. The teemperature risse of the coolling water as it
passses through th
he plant is 11C (20F), and
d the allowablle
tem
mperature risee in the receiv
ving waters is
i 2.2C (4F).
Thee diffuser musst therefore acchieve an initiaal dilution of at
a
leaast 5:1 in orderr to meet the allowable
a
temp
perature rise.
A proposed design consiisted of two outfalls, eacch
term
minating in a Y with a difffuser at the en
nd of each leg
g.
Thee diffusers were
w
25.9 m (85 ft) long with 18 portts
orieented upwards at an angle of 45 (Figurre 2). The porrt
diaameters are 254
2
mm (10 in) and the flow rate peer
diff
ffuser is 5 m3/s (114 mgd)), resulting in
n a nozzle ex
xit
vellocity of 5.5 m/s
m (18 ft/s). The receiving
g water is fairlly
shaallow, ranging
g from 5.8 to
o 7.3 m (19 to
t 24 ft). Th
he
currrents are maiinly tidal up to around 1 m/s.
m
They flow
w
moostly parallel to shore so thee diffusers are approximatelly
perrpendicular to the predomin
nant currents. The ports arre
on opposite sidees of the diffu
user and are peerpendicular to
t
n net horizon
ntal momentum
m
thee diffuser axiss so there is no
fluxx, i.e. it is an alternating
a
difffuser.

posed diffuserr
Fiigure 2. Prop
Of particular interest was the
t low “worstt-case” dilutio
on
thaat occurs at slaack water, whiich is assumed
d to last for 5 to
t
10 minutes. Dilution
D
estim
mates were made
m
with th
he
w
is a com
mponent of th
he
maathematical model UM3, which
U.S
S. EPA Visuaal PLUMES package
p
(Fricck et al., 2003
3;
Frick, 2004).
m
intendeed
Visual Plumees consists off a suite of models
forr various purposes. UM
M3 is a threee-dimensionaal
Laggrangian entraainment modeel for jets and
d plumes. Th
he
genneral characteristics of entrainment models arre
discussed in Fiischer et al. (1979) and Roberts et al.
a
umed to be enttrained into th
he
(20010). Externaal fluid is assu
pluume at a rate proportional
p
to
t the local pllume centerlin
ne
vellocity.
Thee local proffiles of velocity, densitty
defficiency, and tracer concen
ntrations are assumed to be
b
selff-similar, and
d the equation
ns for conserv
vation of mass,
moomentum, are integrated ov
ver the plumee cross-section
n.
Forr this reason, entrainment models are also
a
sometimees
called integral models.
The
T
equation
ns are solveed
merically to predict plu
ume conditio
ons, includin
ng
num
diluution and plum
me width, alo
ong the jet traj
ajectory. If th
he
porrts are close together, the plumes may
y merge. Thiis
meerging is incorrporated into UM3. Entrainment modells
aree widely used in engineering
g to predict a wide
w variety of
o
flow
ws related to wastewater and
a atmospheeric discharges.
Forr further detaills, see Jirka (2
2004, 2006).

M3 predicted that the propposed design would meet
UM
the regulatory surface tem
mperature rrequirement.
Questtions were suubsequently raaised, howeveer, about the
stabiliity of the discharge duue to the hhigh source
momeentum flux aand shallow water, and whether an
entraiinment model like UM3 is applicable inn an unstable
flow where the ssupply of enttrainment waater may be
restriccted. Dilutiion estimatess were then made with
CORM
MIX, which predicted thaat the diffuserr would not
meet tthe regulatoryy temperature rrequirement.
In order to resoolve these disccrepancies, too provide insight into the mixiing processes of the discharge, and to
measuure the expectted dilutions, scale model experiments
were performed inn the Environnmental Fluidd Mechanics
Georgia Instittute of Technnology. The
Laborratory at the G
experi
riments were fully three-dim
mensional, i.ee. the length
of thee diffuser was finite and lesss than the widdth of the test
channnel. A threee-dimensionall Laser-Inducced Fluorescencee system (3DL
LIF) was used to measuree the mixing
field and the resullting dilutions and temperrature risers.
Experriments were performed inn stationary aand flowing
enviroonments and aare described iin Roberts et aal. (2011).
Floow visualizatiion was first ddone by addinng blue food
coloriing to the efffluent; close--up and widee-angle sideview pphotographs aare shown in F
Figure 3. Thee jets issuing
from the nozzles aare clearly visiible. After im
mpacting the
waterr surface, the jets make a traansition to horrizontal flow
but tthey are stilll turbulent, resulting inn additional
entraiinment, mixing, and furtherr dilution. Thiis causes the
m the diffuser
layer thickness to iincrease with distance from
water depth.
until it appears to extend over most of the w
The flow is “sstable,” withh no reentrrainment or
recircculation back iinto the rising jets

Figure 3. P
Photographs oof diffuser plu
umes
mensional efflluent field aand mixing
Thhe three-dim
proce sses that werre obtained bby 3DLIF arre shown in
variouus ways in Figgure 4. In Figgures 4b and 44c, the water
surfacce and the bouundaries of thhe effluent fielld are shown
as tran
ansparent grayy surfaces, whhich make the temperature
rises, that are shown as false colors in varrious planes,
visibl e.
Figgure 4a is a perspective vieew looking upwards of the
topoggraphy of the bottom of thee spreading laayer and the
jets. This adds three-dimensiional informaation to the
photoographs of Figgure 3. The jjets are visiblle at the left
side aand after impaacting the botttom the flow ffirst thickens
due too turbulent enntrainment theen spreads lateerally due to

graavitational sprreading. Thee layer is thicker near th
he
cennterline and th
hinner towardss the edges.

Figure 4. 3D
DLIF images of thermal diischarge
ons converted to temperaturre
The dye traceer concentratio
risees are shown in Figures 4b
b and 4c. Figure 4b show
ws
lateeral profiles in
i vertical plaanes that are parallel to th
he
diff
ffuser axis at varying dow
wnstream disttances. Thesse
shoow more cleaarly that the spreading lay
yer is initiallly
thiccker at the ceenterline and thinner towaards the edges.
Thee layer extend
ds over most of the water depth near th
he
cennterline betweeen about 21 and 46 m (7
70 and 150 ft)
ft
from the diffuseer. But it becomes two-llayered fartheer
wnstream and
d thins due to
o buoyant surfface spreading
g.
dow
Thee temperaturres are higheer on the centerline,
c
an
nd
deccrease towardss the edges. Again,
A
this is a consequencce
of the three-dim
mensional natture of the mixing
m
processs
cauused by the fiinite diffuser length. This is particularlly
truee closer to the
t diffuser; farther down
nstream, lateraal
sprreading and mixing causees the tempeerature rise to
t
deccrease and to become moree laterally uniiform, until th
he
isotherms becom
me essentially horizontal.
h
These features are also evident
e
in Fig
gure 4c, whicch
shoows temperatu
ure variations in the vertical plane paralleel

to thee current direcction through tthe diffuser ceenterline and
also oon the surface. The verticall plane passess through the
centerr nozzle, and its jet is clearrly visible as the red high
tempeerature region. Lowest surfface dilutions occur where
the jeet centerlines impact the waater surface. The surface
dilutioon is lowest oon the diffuserr centerline, aand increases
towarrds the layerr edges. Thhe surface ddilution also
increaases downstreaam from the jet impaction ppoints due to
furtheer mixing andd entrainment in the turbuleent spreading
layer.
Thhe lowest, oor minimum, dilution (annd therefore
highe st temperaturee rise), occurs where the jet centerline
impaccts the water ssurface. The ddilution at this point is 6:1.
Thereefore, the maaximum surfface temperatture rise is
expeccted to be aboout 11/6  1.88C (3.3F), aalthough this
occurrs only over a very small surrface area (seee Figure 4c).
The proposed ddiffuser shouuld therefore meet the
requirrement of maxximum temperrature rise of 22.2C.
Diilution increasses beyond thee impact poinnt, reaching a
value of about 9.55:1 at x/H 100. This is thhe near field
dilutioon. The increease in dilutionn is due to thee fact that the
flow is still initiaally turbulent.. It is stablly stratified,
howevver, which causes the tturbulence too ultimately
collappse. This maarks the end of the near ffield (in the
hydroodynamic sennse) and m
mixing and dilution is
considderably suppreessed beyond this point.
Thhe dilutions inn flowing curreents were evenn higher, but
the reegulations weere based on worst-case, zzero currents
speedds.
Riiver diffuser. The second eexample is a rriver diffuser
for thhe blowdown fflow from a pproposed poweer plant with
mechaanical coolingg towers. Thee flow is muchh lower than
the p revious exam
mple, but the temperature rise higher.
The ddischarge is intto a run-of-thee-river reservooir.
Thhe blowdown flow ranges fr
from 9 to 64 cffs depending
on thee plant operattion mode. T
This is much smaller than
the avverage annual flow in the rivver, which is 22,500 cfs but
can bee more than 660,000 cfs. M
Measurements of velocities
in thee river were m
made by meanns by a downw
ward-looking
Acousstic Doppler C
Current Profiller (ADCP) aattached to a
boat. The flow ratte in the riverr when the m
measurements
was about 6991 cfs. Thhe measured
were conducted w
velociity vectors aree shown in Figgure 5.
Thhe discharge regulations state that the temperature
rise abbove natural aambient condiitions in the riiver must be
less thhan 5F, and tthe maximum river temperaature must be
less thhan 90F at alll times.
Teemperatures w
were measuredd at hourly inttervals in the
river. The time series of tem
mperature annd estimated
monthhly blowdownn temperaturees are shown in Figure 6.
The rriver and blow
wdown tempeeratures vary cconsiderably
througgh the year, aand by severall degrees overr a few days.
The river temperratures were averaged byy month to
estimaate the meann difference between thee river and

bloowdown.
The
T
maximu
um anticipateed blowdow
wn
tem
mperature is 91
1.0F.

becauuse it can ressult in rapid and efficient mixing and
dilutioon (Fischer ett al., 1979). B
Because the bblowdown is
heatedd, there is a density differrence betweenn it and the
river water that ccreates a buoyyancy force on the jets,
whichh are thereforre termed buuoyant jets. The general
characcteristics of a horizontal buoyant jet in a stationary
unstraatified water bbody are show
wn in Figure 7.
hn
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Figure 7. Definition
n diagram forr
hoorizontal buoyant jets
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Figure 6. Blow
wdown and river tempera
atures (2008)
The highest river temperaature occurs in summer, in
i
Junne and July, and is abou
ut 82.3F, but
b the largesst
tem
mperature diffference occurrs in winter, in December,
whhen it is aboutt 26.3F. Theerefore, the critical time fo
or
thee absolute tem
mperature diffference to be
b exceeded is
i
winnter, but the likeliest
l
time for
f the absolu
ute temperaturre
to bbe exceeded iss summer.
The maximu
um temperatu
ure differencee between th
he
bloowdown and riiver is 26.3F, so to achievee a temperaturre
risee T in the river
r
of less than
t
5F requ
uires a dilutio
on
greeater than 26
6.3/5 = 5.3:1.
This caan readily be
b
acccomplished by
y discharging the
t blowdown
n as jets from a
muultiport diffusser.
This is a standarrd method of
o
discharging wastewaters and power plant cooling waterrs

w characteristics are as folloows. The jet
Thhe general flow
follow
ws a curved ttrajectory to tthe water surrface. As it
rises, it entrains am
mbient water thhat mixes withh and dilutes
the ddischarge andd reduces thee temperature rise. The
maxim
mum surfacee temperaturee occurs whhere the jet
centerrline impacts the water surfface. This coorresponds to
the m
minimum surfaace dilution, ddenoted by Sm in Figure 7.
It occuurs at a horizoontal distance xm from the nnozzle. After
impaccting the wateer surface thee diluted effluuent spreads
horizoontally as a density curreent with a thhickness hn.
Somee additional mixing and dilution occcur in the
transittion to horizoontal flow at the water surrface, so the
surfacce dilution is everywhere actually greaater than Sm.
The ddilution and im
mpact distancee depend prim
marily on the
sourcee momentum
m and buoyanncy fluxes annd the water
depth . The fluxes depend on jeet exit velocityy, the nozzle
diameeter, and the ddensity differeence between the effluent
and reeceiving wateer. As the w
waters here aree essentially
fresh, their densitiees depend onlyy on temperatuure.
Too compute thee dilution, andd therefore the temperature
rise att the water surrface, UM3 w
was again usedd. It was run
for vaarious combiinations of fllows, port sppacings, port
diameeters, and portt depths. Thee flows were 99, 18, and 64
cfs, poort spacings oof 10, 2, and 1 ft, port diameeters 3 and 4
inchess, port depthss 6 and 8 ft, and the maxiimum (worst
case) temperaturee difference in winter when the
blowddown temperaature is 70.4 aand T = 26.3F.
It was found thhat the dilutioon requiremennts would be
met bby a diffuser coonsisting of 644 four inch diiameter ports
merged six ft
spacedd 1.4 ft apart with their cennterlines subm
below
w the normal ppool level watter surface. T
The ports are
assum
med to dischaarge horizontaally, which iss a standard
configguration that maximizes ddilution. For this design,
simul ations were then run to estimate thee maximum

temperature rise that could occur in summer. It was
predicted that the maximum surface temperature would be
84.0F and would never exceed 90F.
The diffuser is fixed to the face of the dam so its axis
is parallel to the predominant currents (Figure 5).
However, zero current speed was assumed in the
simulations. This is a conservative assumption, as the
current will always increase dilution (and therefore reduce
temperature rise). The diffuser is unidirectional, with the
nozzles all pointing in the same direction. The heated
water will form a surface layer a few feet thick that will
not be directly entrained into the hydroelectric plant
intakes.

fixed to the face of the dam and so is parallel to the
prevailing river flow. The effect of the currents on
dilution was neglected however, and so dilutions would be
expected to be actually higher than predicted.
Diffuser systems are effective means of disposing of
heated water from power plants. They can effectively mix
and dilute the heated water so that temperature rises are
rapidly reduced with little environmental impacts.
To optimize water use and consumption, it may be
possible to design plants to operate with once-through
cooling in winter and cooling towers in summer.
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Water for cooling plants used for the generation of
power is a major consumer of water in the US. The two
major methods of cooling using water are once-through
where large quantities of water are extracted from a water
body or closed-loop with cooling towers. The amount of
water extracted and consumed is very different for the two
types. Once-through extracts huge amounts of water but
returns almost all of it, with little consumed; cooling tower
systems extract much less water but consume more.
Both systems discharge heated water which can have
deleterious effects on the environment.
So the
temperature rise and absolute temperature in the receiving
water body are usually limited by environmental
regulations. To meet these temperature requirements,
discharge is often from a multiport diffuser as high
velocity jets that entrain ambient water and mix with it,
resulting in rapid and efficient cooling of the heated water.
The major types of thermal diffusers are briefly
reviewed along with the mathematical models often used
to predict dilution and to design the diffusers. The
diffuser type depends on the receiving water body type:
river, lake, estuary, or coastal water.
Examples are given of the design of two diffusers.
The first is an alternating diffuser for once-through
discharge into a shallow, tidal, estuary. The second is for
blowdown from a cooling tower system for a power plant
discharging into a river.
The bay outfall consists of an alternating diffuser with
jets inclined upwards. Dilution is mainly a result of the
momentum of the discharging jets. Hydraulic model tests
are described that illustrate the complexity of the
hydrodynamic processes involved.
Despite this
complexity, however, the maximum surface temperature
rise can be predicted by simple jet models.
The blowdown diffuser consists of multiple horizontal
jets in a unidirectional configuration. Dilution was
predicted by the US EPA mathematical model UM3 of
Visual Plumes. The simulations showed that the surface
temperature regulations would be met. The diffuser is
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